Alleyne's Academy
Curriculum Plan

Alleyne’s Curriculum Vision
Curriculum Intent
The curriculum is planned to ensure that all students regardless of ability or background leave Alleyne’s Academy with a preparedness
and readiness to take advantage of the opportunities, promote academic growth and social mobility.
The curriculum for Y9-11 is planned sequentially to ensure that knowledge and skills are taught in such a way that will enable learners to
be qualified and equipped to make appropriate decisions and choices about their next steps. Our aim is to provide challenges and
successes for all, by offering differentiated and diverse opportunities.
The curriculum is broad and balanced and organised under seven areas of learning and experience. Threaded through these are cross
curricular strands of learning SMSC, Skills for Life, FBV, literacy and numeracy. These cross curricular skills are essential in order to
prepare learners fully for future success. We will provide a love of learning and thirst for knowledge by ensuring that our subject
curricular remain engaging, relevant, and subject specialists will draw on links to careers and applications of knowledge wherever
possible. Our CONNECT curriculum will support the pastoral work of the school and together these curricular opportunities will show
learners the importance of laws and boundaries, demonstrating integrity and teach our young people to value emotional and physical
health, leading safe and active lives where their participation is valued.
The curriculum in Y12-13 offers clear and appropriate progression for learners who choose to stay on in the sixth form. We plan for
breadth of learning by offering a range of academic and vocational subjects again with an emphasis on the cross curricular strands of
learning. Leaders map and evaluate the post 16 programme of study to ensure that learners have high aspirations and placed in a strong
position for future Higher Education, learning and/or employment.

Curriculum Implementation
Senior and middle leaders ensure that the planning of the curriculum promotes the implementation of high quality teaching and learning.
Teachers are involved in the planning of the curriculum and delivering key knowledge, understanding and concepts in such a way that
enables deep learning rather than just learning to the test. Students enjoy their learning and we see this evidenced in classrooms and
during extra-curricular activities. The curriculum is planned to develop positive attitudes as well as subject specific and broader skills.
Learning is sequenced across Y9-11 and Y12-13 in order to embed knowledge fluently as well as present increased levels of challenge
and skill development. Quality of implementation is evaluated through scrutiny of a range of evidence including outcome data,

assessment information, lesson observations, and scheme of work scrutiny, book scrutinies and student voice to ensure that high
standards of engagement are maintained.

Curriculum Impact

The impact of the curriculum is measured using the following criteria:
1) Academic qualifications and student progress: Alleyne’s Academy has high academic aspirations for all students regardless
of ability or background. We understand the high currency that outstanding qualifications have beyond the Academy. We expect
and support all of our learners to achieve academic success.
2) Students destinations: We expect that all of our students will move on to appropriately challenging education and or
employment and that destinations are high quality and aspirational.
3) Social, spiritual, emotional and physical wellbeing: We also expect that our students will be equipped with positive attitudes,
skills and knowledge that will enable them to make a positive contribution to society. We aim that students develop resilience,
confidence and independence that allows them to lead fulfilled and happy lives.

Year 9 Transition
We work closely with our feeder middle schools to ensure that the Key Stage 3 curriculum is covered in the core subjects. This is
monitored for any changes and forms part of the curriculum planning for English, Mathematics and Science departments.
We provide opportunities for our students to take part in activities which will give them experiences of every aspect of the curriculum in
addition to the core, statutory teaching and their chosen option subjects.

On the next pages is the start of a curriculum map from Key Stage 3 to Key Stage 4 for English by way of an example:

Year 7/Year 8
Reading
develop an appreciation and love of
reading, and read increasingly
challenging material independently
 English literature, both pre-1914
and contemporary, including
prose, poetry and drama
 Shakespeare (two plays)
 seminal world literature

Years 9 - 11
Reading

understand increasingly challenging
texts
read critically

Writing

write accurately, fluently, effectively
and at length for pleasure and
information

Writing

plan, draft, edit and proof-read

Grammar
and
vocabulary
Spoken
English

consolidate and build on their
knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary
speak confidently and effectively

Grammar
and
vocabulary
Spoken
English

read and appreciate the depth and
power of the English literary
heritage
 at least one play by
Shakespeare
 works from the 19th, 20th and
21st centuries
 poetry since 1789, including
representative Romantic poetry
understand and critically evaluate
texts
make an informed personal
response, recognising that other
responses to a text are possible
and evaluating these
write accurately, fluently, effectively
and at length for pleasure and
information through adapting
writing and selecting and
organising ideas
make notes, draft and write,
including using information
provided by others [e.g. writing a
letter from key points provided;
drawing on and using information
from a presentation]
revise, edit and proof-read
consolidate and build on their
knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary
speak confidently, audibly and
effectively

Key Stage 4 Curriculum (Years 9 to 11)
We want the students to be involved in their journey from middle school to Alleyne’s and to decide the subjects that they wish to study.
Providing additional time for all of our subjects as the students work through to Year 11 allows for more skills to be embedded as part of
the courses we provide. It also means that there is time for us to take a more creative approach to each subject rather than needing to
focus almost entirely on assessment, but more on learning and facilitating a desire to learn in our students.

Why we start Key Stage 4 courses in Year 9:








Since Alleyne’s is an atypical 13 to 18 high school, we involve the students in their journey from middle school to Alleyne’s for
them to decide the subjects that they wish to study;
Starting in Year 9 means that there is time for us to take a more creative approach to each subject;
There is the opportunity for more focus on facilitating a love of learning in our students;
Investigation and independent learning are developed;
The additional time allows for more skills to be embedded as part of the courses we provide;
We have more time to embed enrichment opportunities within subjects, such as visits, competitions and talks from speakers;
The disruption to learning is minimised as students complete the transition to Alleyne’s smoothly to courses examined in Year 11.

The main structure of our curriculum is that:
 all students will take GCSEs in core subjects of English (Language and Literature), Maths, Science (Combined or separate), RE.
 all students, as part of their options, will study one of Geography, History, French or Spanish.
 students will then study three more subjects, which can include adding in a second of the subjects above.

All Key Stage 4 subjects:
English
Art: Art, Craft & Design
Computer Science
Geography
IT

Maths
Art: Graphic Communication
Design & Technology
Health & Social Care
Music

Science
Art: Textile Design
Drama
Hospitality and Catering
PE

RE
Business
French
History
Spanish.

Additional Compulsory Elements
In addition to the statutory curriculum, we also offer the additional compulsory elements within our curriculum:


The school makes available six Areas of Learning and Experience:
Aesthetic and Creative;
Human, Social and Moral;
Linguistic and Literacy;
Mathematical;
Physical;
Scientific and Technological.
as well as:
 Work related learning
 Careers Information and Guidance
 Personal, health and Social education
 SMSC (Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural)
 FBV (Fundamental British Values)
 Alleyne’s Skills For Life

The Optional Curriculum
Learners will have the opportunity to follow courses in optional choices, which meet their individual needs. These incorporate the six
Areas of Learning and Experience.

Vocational and Academic optional subjects at Key Stage 4:
To facilitate a broad and balanced curriculum we offer a range of subjects but also assessment types. Subjects currently offered are:
Art: Art, Craft & Design
Art: Graphic Communication
Art: Textile Design
Business
Computer Science
Design & Technology
Drama
French
Geography
Health & Social Care*
Hospitality and Catering*
History
IT*
Music
PE
Spanish.
The subjects indicated with a * are provided using the vocational pathway Technical Awards.

Areas of Learning and Experience
Subjects

CORE
English
Maths
Science
RE
PE (Core)
PSHE
CIAG
FOUNDATION
History
Geography
French
Spanish
Art: Art
Art: Graphics
Art: Textiles
Business
Computer Science
Design & Technology
Drama
Health & Social Care
Hospitality & Catering
IT
Music
PE (GCSE)

Aesthetic
and
Creative

Human, Social
and Moral

Linguistic
and literacy

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Mathematical

x
x

Scientific and
Technological

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Physical

x
x
x
x

x

Key Cross-Curricular Strands of Learning
Strands of learning are taught across all Core and Foundation Subjects Years 9 - 11

SMSC (see Teaching and Learning Policy Pages 17-20 for details)





Spiritual Development
Moral development
Social development
Cultural development

SPIRITUAL
Is the school:

Are pupils developing:

Across the curriculum do pupils, for example,

Giving pupils the opportunity to explore values and
beliefs, and the way in which they affect peoples’ lives

monitoring, in simple, pragmatic ways, the success
of what is provided?

Reflect on their own and others’ lives through
drama, texts and ideas in English

encouraging pupils to explore and develop what
animates themselves and others

A set of values, principles and belief, which may or
may not be religious, which inform their perspective on
life and their patterns of behaviour

encouraging pupils to reflect and learn from
reflection
giving pupils the opportunity to understand human
feelings and emotions, the way they affect people and
how an understanding of them can be helpful
developing a climate or ethos within which all pupils
can grow and flourish, respect others and be respected
accommodating difference and respecting the
integrity of individuals
promoting teaching styles which: value pupils’
questions and give them space for their own thoughts,
ideas and concerns; enable pupils to make
connections between aspects of their learning;
encourage pupils to relate their learning to a wider
frame of reference – for example, asking ‘why?’, ‘how?’
and ‘where?’ as well as ‘what?’

a curiosity about themselves and their place in the
world
an awareness and understanding of their own and
others’ beliefs
a respect for themselves and for others
a sense of empathy with others, concern and
compassion
an increasing ability to reflect and learn from this
reflection
an ability to show courage and persistence in
defence of their aims, values, principles and beliefs
a readiness to challenge injustice, self‐interest,
sexism, racism and other forms of discrimination
an appreciation of the intangible – for example,
beauty, truth, love, goodness, order
a respect for insight as well as for knowledge and
reason
an expressive and/or creative impulse
an understanding of feelings and emotions, and their
likely impact?

explore patterns and relationships in mathematics
ask questions about the natural, material and
physical world in science
explore ideas, feelings and meaning in works of
art and express themselves through their own art
work
recognise their own creativity in finding solutions
to problems in design and technology
talk about the power and the limitations of
communication and information technology
appreciate the achievements of past societies and
the motivation of individuals in history
reflect on visits or images of landscapes and
environments in geography
develop an awareness of the power of music and
use music to express and reflect on their own
thoughts and feelings
gain a sense of achievement and develop positive
attitudes towards themselves in PE?

MORAL
Are pupils developing:

Across the curriculum do pupils, for example:

Providing a clear moral code as a basis for
behaviour which is promoted consistently

An ability to distinguish right from wrong, based on a
knowledge of the moral codes of their own and other
cultures

Explore questions of right and wrong and human
conflicts in their reading of fiction and non‐fiction

promoting measures to prevent discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, or gender

a confidence to act consistently in accordance with
their own principles

recognise how logical reasoning can be used to
make decisions and choices that help them to learn in
mathematics

giving pupils opportunities across the curriculum to
explore and develop moral concepts and values – for
example, equality of opportunity, right and wrong

an ability to think through the consequences of their
own and others’ actions

see the need to draw conclusions using observation
and evidence rather than preconceptions

a willingness to express their views on ethical issues
and personal values

discuss how artists and designers represent moral
issues in their work

an ability to make responsible and reasoned
judgements on moral dilemmas

take account of the impact on the environment when
designing and making

making an issue of breaches of agreed moral codes
where they arise – for example, in the press, on
television and the internet as well as in school

a commitment to personal values in areas which are
considered right by some and wrong by others

consider issues surrounding the misuse of
information and access to personal information

modelling, through the quality of relationships and
interactions, the principles which they wish to promote
– for example, fairness, integrity and respect

a respect for others’ needs, interests and feelings,
as well as their own

Is the school: Across the curriculum do pupils, for
example,

developing an open and safe learning environment
in which pupils can express their views
rewarding good behaviour

recognising and respecting the codes and morals of
the different cultures represented in the school and
wider community
encouraging pupils to take responsibility for their
actions; for example, respect for property, care of the
environment, and developing codes of behaviour
providing models of moral virtue through assemblies
and acts of worship
monitoring, in simple, pragmatic ways, the success
of what is provided?

a considerate style of life

a desire to explore their own and others’ views
an understanding of the need to review and
reassess their values, codes and principles in the light
of experience?

recognise that actions have consequences and
consider the results of events and decisions in history
consider the impact of actions, such as dropping
litter, on the environment
recognise the use and misuse of music in
advertising
gain a sense of fair play and develop positive
sporting behaviour?

SOCIAL

monitoring, in simple, pragmatic ways, the
success of what is provided.

understand the notion of interdependence in an
increasingly complex society.

Is the school:
identifying key values and principles on which
school and community life is based
fostering a sense of community, with common,
inclusive values which ensure that everyone,
irrespective of ethnic origin, gender, ability and
religion can flourish
encouraging pupils to work co‐operatively
encouraging pupils to recognise and respect
social differences and similarities
providing positive corporate experiences – for
example, through assemblies, team activities,
residential experiences, school productions
helping pupils develop personal qualities, for
example, thoughtfulness, honesty, respect for
difference, moral principles, self‐respect
helping pupils resolve tensions between their
own aspirations and those of the group or wider
society
providing a framework within which to understand
and debate social issues
providing opportunities for engaging in the
democratic process and participating in community
life
providing opportunities for pupils to exercise
leadership and responsibility
providing positive and effective links with the
world of work and the wider community

Are pupils developing:
adjust to a range of social contexts by
appropriate and sensitive behaviour
relate well to other people’s social skills and
personal qualities

Across the curriculum do pupils, for example:
collaborate to create or present a scripted drama
and take account of the needs of the audience

work, successfully, as a member of a group or
team

work together on mathematical tasks and see
that the result is often better than they could
achieve alone

challenge, when necessary and in appropriate
ways, the values of a group or wider community

recognise that scientific evidence can be used to
explore social issues

share views and opinions with others, and work
towards consensus

develop respect for the ideas and opinions of
others and work collaboratively on art projects

resolve conflicts and counter forces which militate
against inclusion and unity

recognise the need to consider the views of
others when discussing design ideas

reflect on their own contribution to society and to
the world of work

consider our technology facilitates
communication and the sharing of information

show respect for people, living things, property
and the environment

identify how different societies were organised in
the past

benefit from advice offered by those in authority
or counselling roles

investigate how changes in the local area affect
different groups of people such as the elderly and
children

exercise responsibility
appreciate the rights and responsibilities of
individuals within the wider social setting
understand how societies function and are
organised in structures such as the family, the
school and local and wider communities
participate in activities relevant to the community

share music making and develop a sense of
social cohesion
develop cooperation and collaboration,
responsibility, personal commitment, loyalty and
teamwork through PE and sport?

CULTURAL
Is the school:

Are pupils developing:

Across the curriculum do pupils, for example:

providing opportunities for pupils to explore their
own cultural assumptions and values

an ability to recognise and understand their own
cultural assumptions and values

reflect on the way that cultures are represented in
stories and poems

presenting authentic accounts of the attitudes,
values and traditions of diverse cultures

an understanding of the influences which have
shaped their own cultural heritage

appreciate that mathematics contributes to our
culture and technological developments

addressing discrimination on the grounds of race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, age and other
criteria and promoting racial and other forms of
equality

an understanding of the dynamic, evolutionary
nature of cultures

recognise how scientific discoveries and ideas
affect the way people think, feel, create, behave
and live

extending pupils’ knowledge and use of cultural
imagery and language

an ability to appreciate cultural diversity and
accord dignity and respect to other people’s values
and beliefs, thereby challenging racism and valuing
race equality

recognising and nurturing particular gifts and
talents

an openness to new ideas and a willingness to
modify cultural values in the light of experience

providing opportunities for pupils to participate in
literature, drama, music, art, crafts and other
cultural events and encouraging pupils to reflect on
their significance

an ability to use language and understand
images/icons – for example, in music, art, literature
– which have significance and meaning in a culture

developing partnerships with outside agencies
and individuals to extend pupils’ cultural
awareness, for example, theatre, museum, concert
and gallery visits, resident artists, foreign
exchanges
reinforcing the school’s cultural values through
displays, posters, exhibitions, etc.
auditing the quality and nature of opportunities for
pupils to extend their cultural development across
the curriculum
monitoring, in simple, pragmatic ways, the
success of what is provided?

a willingness to participate in, and respond to,
artistic and cultural enterprises

understand the ideas behind art, craft and design
in differing cultural contexts
reflect on the contribution of differing cultures to
design solutions
discuss how information about communities and
cultures are presented on the internet
recognise differences and similarities between
and within cultures over time
find out about the traditions and activities of
people in less economically developed countries

a sense of personal enrichment through
encounters with cultural media and traditions from a
range of cultures

recognise how music influences and reflect the
way people think and feel

a regard for the heights of human achievement in
all cultures and societies

experience the significance of dance and games
from other cultures and consider how sport can
transcend cultural boundaries

an appreciation of the diversity and
interdependence of cultures?

Alleyne’s’ Skills For Life
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Teamwork
Empathy
Independence
Leadership
Creativity
Resilience
Problem solving
Communication
Literacy
Numeracy

Fundamental British Values
The fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different
faiths and beliefs.
Development of British values should be evident:
in the curriculum
in assemblies
in the PSHE Schemes of Work
in tutorial Schemes of Work
displays around the school
extra‐curricular activities
modelled by all staff in the school
in the ethos of the school

What we do in lessons, tutor time and PSHE









Tutor Time PSHE/CONNECT is a 30 minute lesson and is planned and delivered to the same high standards as any other lesson.
enable students to develop their self‐knowledge, self‐esteem and self‐confidence;
enable students to distinguish right from wrong and to respect the civil and criminal law of England;
encourage students to accept responsibility for their behaviour, show initiative and to understand how they can contribute
positively to the lives of those living and working in the locality of the school and to society more widely;
enable students to acquire a broad general knowledge of and respect for public institutions and services in England;
further tolerance and harmony between different cultural traditions by enabling students to acquire and appreciation of and
respect for their own and other cultures;
encourage respect for other people; and
encourage respect for democracy and support for participation in the democratic processes, including respect for the basis on
which the law is made and applied in England.

The list below describes the understanding and knowledge expected of pupils as a result of schools promoting fundamental British
values.
 an understanding of how citizens can influence decision‐making through the democratic process;
 an appreciation that living under the rule of law protects individual citizens and is essential for their wellbeing and safety
 an understanding that there is a separation of power between the executive and the judiciary, and that while some public bodies
such as the police and the army can be held to account through Parliament, others such as the courts maintain independence;
 an understanding that the freedom to choose and hold other faiths and beliefs is protected in law;
 an acceptance that other people having different faiths or beliefs to oneself (or having none) should be accepted and tolerated,
and should not be the cause of prejudicial or discriminatory behaviour; and
 an understanding of the importance of identifying and combatting discrimination.
Actively promoting the values means that we challenge opinions or behaviours in school that are contrary to fundamental British values.
Attempts to promote systems that undermine fundamental British values would be completely at odds with schools’ duty to provide
SMSC. Teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of ethics and behaviour within and outside school
which includes not undermining fundamental British values.

Operational Curriculum Map
Year 8 to 9 Transition
The support programme that we have each year is as follows (dates from 19-20):
1. School Open Evening – Thursday 26th September 2019;
2. Visit by member of Senior Team from Alleyne’s to meet with pupils to give them a brief overview of what will be happening in terms
of choosing options and the support available - w/c 25th November 2019;
3. Introductory letters provided to parents for the Options process - w/c 26th November 2019;
4. Issue of Options booklets and letter to parents after which work is carried out by students in the careers lessons at school in
preparation for the Options Evening;
5. Options Evening at Alleyne’s - Thursday 12th March 2020;
6. Submission of options preferences – Wednesday 25th March 2020;
7. New Parents’ Evening - Thursday 25th June 2020;
8. Experience Days at Alleyne’s on Monday 29th and Tuesday 30th June 2020;
9. Personalised allocation letters issued to students for option subjects to be studied at Alleyne’s in September 2019 - week
beginning 13th July 2020.
We provide regular information and updates for students and parents throughout the previous academic year:
 The School Open Evening Options Evening provides details of our expectations and showcases all subject areas.
 The Options evening provides first hand information and opportunities to ask questions in addition to the booklets.
 Options forms are dealt with and any issues raised with students and parents to resolve in the best way possible.
 Liaison takes place between Alleyne’s and the middle schools, especially by the SENDCo, Head of Progress and Support and
Core departments
 SEND students attend Alleyne’s for at least one visit to assist with their transition
 All students attend two Experience Days in July where they have the opportunity to meet with their tutors, experience lessons in
their allocated options subjects and also some lessons in Core subjects.

Curriculum Overview
Year 9, 10 and 11 Curriculum
In line with the National Curriculum, all students study a broad and balanced set of courses in Year 9, 10 and 11.

Curriculum Time:
Subject
English (Language & Literature)
Mathematics
Science
RE
Core PE
ASPIRE
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Hours Per Fortnight
Year 9
Year 10
Year 11
7
7
9
8
7
7
9
9
12
4
5
2
2
2
3 hr 20 min 3 hr 20 min 3 hr 20 min
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Option Subjects:
Art: Art, Craft & Design
Computer Science
Geography
IT

Art: Graphic Communication
Design & Technology
Health & Social Care
Music

Art: Textile Design
Drama
Hospitality & Catering
PE

Business
French
History
Spanish

Sixth Form Curriculum
Level 3 courses are usually allocated 9 hours per fortnight.

Subjects/Courses
A Levels:
Art
French
Physics

Biology
Geography
Product Design

Applied Generals:
Business

Business
History
Psychology

Health & Social Care

Re-sit GCSE English and Maths as necessary.

Chemistry
Maths
Sociology

IT

Drama
Further Maths
Spanish

English Language
Music
RE

Psychology

Science

English Literature
PE

Key Stage 5 Curriculum
Alleyne’s Sixth Form provides a friendly but academically challenging learning community. We set high standards and expect our
students to work hard in order to fulfil their potential. Sixth Form students are integral to the smooth running of the school and act as
ambassadors for and leaders of our younger students.
Alleyne’s Sixth Form programme of study ensures that students follow courses where there is clear progression to their next steps in
education, training or employment. We ensure that all students have the opportunity to develop vital employability skills such as
leadership, teamwork and self-discipline.
We also ensure that students are well prepared to make a positive contribution to society by broadening their experience through
university visits, residentials, cultural experience and colleagues from the world of business, enterprise and education coming in to the
school and inspiring our students.
Enrichment activities play a large part in Sixth Form life such as sport, Young Enterprise, Duke of Edinburgh, charity work, work
experience and a wide variety of leadership roles within the school.
The Heads of Sixth Form and their dedicated tutors form a specialist team to guide students throughout their time in the Sixth Form, ably
preparing them for their next steps whether that is employment with training or University.

Sixth Form Study Programme
Professor Alison Wolf, in her review of vocational education (2011), recommended that the Department introduce study programmes to
offer students breadth and depth, without limiting their options for future study or work.
Professor Wolf also recommended that all young people should be able to gain real experience and knowledge of the workplace in order
to enhance their employability skills.
Study programmes are designed to provide students with a structured and challenging learning programme to support their development
and progression in line with their career plans.
As the main element of each student’s programme of study, we offer a range of academic and vocational qualifications. We have three
routes into the Sixth Form:

Route 1:

Three Applied General courses

Route 2:

Three A Levels or A Levels and Applied General courses

Route 3:

Four A Levels or A Levels and Applied General courses.

Other areas within the Sixth Form Study Programme are:





Work Experience;
Non qualification activities to develop students’ character, skills, attitudes and confidence and to support progression. These will
include:
PSHE
supervised private study
CIAG
SMSC
enrichment activities
FBV;
English and Maths where a student has not yet achieved a GCSE grade 4.

Key Stage 5 Curriculum Subjects
Art
Chemistry
English Literature
IT*
RE

Applied Psychology*
Computer Science
French
Maths
Spanish.

Applied Science*
Design & Technology
Geography
Music

Biology
Drama
Health & Social Care*
PE

Business**
English Language
History
Physics

The subjects indicated with a * are provided using the vocational pathway Applied General qualifications. Business** is offered as both A Level and Applied
General.

Subject Curriculum Maps
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Subject Curriculum Map: ________________ Year ____ 2019-20
Exam Board & Assessment Method: _________________________________________
Curriculum Intent:
Curriculum Implementation:
Curriculum Impact:
Year ______
Autumn 1
Themes, Concepts &
Ideas
Knowledge and
understanding
Subject specific skills
SMSC
Skills For life
FBV
Stretch & challenge
Key assessment focus,
suggested
assessments
Special events
Visits/extra curricular
Homework/Independent
Learning

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Year 12 Curriculum Outline
Year 12
English
Language

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Language under the
microscope (analysis of
one text in context).

Comparing and
contrasting texts (a
comparative approach to
the analysis of two texts
in context).

Comparing and
contrasting texts (a
comparative approach to
the analysis of two texts
in context).

Media Studies
(introduction to multimodal texts in the
media in preparation
for Year 13)

The language
investigation
coursework

The language
investigation
coursework and
academic poster

Language and power
(connected to the ‘Writing
about a topical language
issue’ question).

Language and gender
(connected to the ‘Writing
about a topical language
issue’ question).

Language and gender
(connected to the
‘Writing about a
topical language
issue’ question).

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Introduction to the
dystopian genre and the
novel 1984.

Detailed study of the
novel ‘1984’ making links
to the wider dystopian
genre.

Introduction to Rossetti
Poetry

Rossetti Poetry:
Themes and links.

Rossetti Poetry:
Consolidation.

Dystopian Unseen:
Critical appreciation.

Richard III: Context and
introduction.

Richard III: Detailed
analysis. Different
interpretations and
staging.

Richard III: Consolidation
and revision.

Richard III:
Understanding links
and different
interpretations.

Introduction to ‘The
World’s Wife’

‘The World’s Wife’
coursework.

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Algebraic expressions
Quadratics
Equations and
Inequalities
Graphs and
transformations

Straight line graphs
Circles

Algebraic methods
Binomial expansion
Trig ratios
Trig identities and
equations
Hypothesis testing
Modelling in mechanics

Vectors
Differentiation

Integration
Exponentials and logs
Variable acceleration

Revision for mock if
time

Language and power
(connected to the
‘Writing about a topical
language issue’
question).

Year 12
English
Literature

Year 12
Maths

Data collection
Measures of location
and spread
Representations of data

Correlation
Probability
Statistical distributions

Language and
technology (connected
to the ‘Language in the
media’ question).

Language and
technology (connected
to the ‘Language in the
media’ question).

Constant acceleration

Start year 2

Forces and motion

Algebraic methods
Functions and graphs
Regression,
correlation and
hypothesis testing

Year 12
Further
Maths

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Complex Numbers
Matrices

Complex Numbers
Series
Algorithms
Graphs and Networks
Algorithms on graphs

Algebra and Functions

Vectors

Integration
Exponentials and logs

Algebraic methods
Functions and graphs

Momentum and Impulse
Work and Energy

Algorithms on graphs
II(part1)
Linear programming
(part 1)
Critical path analysis
(part 1)

Variable acceleration

Regression,
correlation and
hypothesis testing

Year 12
Biology

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Cell structure & function,
transport, digestion
&biological molecules

Cell transport/ DNA
Gas exchange

DNA and RNA
Heart and cardiac cycles

Mass transport in
animals, Immunity

Mass transport in
plants, Immunity

Ecology and energy
flow

Year 12
Chemistry

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Amount of substance
(calculations)
Atomic structure
(including Mass spec)
and intro into bonding

Year 12
Physics

Autumn 1
Waves and optics,
matter and radiation

Energetics

Redox and Periodicity
of group 2

Organic analysis
(practical based
analysis)

Structure, bonding and
properties (general and
specific substances)

Equilibria (Le Chatelier),
linking to common
industrial processes e.g.
Harber process

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Electric current and
forces and equilibrium

DC Circuits, motion,
electric current and
forces and equilibrium

Work, energy and
power, Newton’s laws

Force and momentum.
Material physics

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Nervous system and action
potentials, sub-molecular
structure, longitudinal
waves and applications

Muscles and muscle
tissue, bonding and
reactivity, transverse
waves and applications

Preparation for the
externally assessed exam

Practical investigations,
preparation for Year 13

Optics and quantum
phenomena

Year 12
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Science AG Cell structure and function, Cell structure and
Periodicity, Introduction to
waves

Kinetics (rate of reaction)

Organic molecules and
their
reactions(mechanisms)
and basic synthesis,
also review redox
Organic molecules
including properties
and uses

microscopy, moles and
calculations, Interference
and stationary waves

Equilibria equations
Kc

Organic analysis (IR,
Mass Spec)

Year 12
Business
A Level

Year 12
Business
AG

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

What is business?

What is business?

Managers, Leadership,
Decision Making

Managers, Leadership,
Decision Making

Operations

Operations

Marketing

Marketing

Finance

Finance

HR

HR

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Introduction to the
principles and purposes
of marketing that
underpin the
creation of a rationale for
a marketing campaign

Using information to
develop the rationale for a
marketing campaign.

Understand the
importance of managing
personal finance.

Select and evaluate
different sources of
business finance.

Explore the personal
finance sector.

Understand the purpose
of accounting.

Spring 1
Planning and developing
a marketing campaign.
Break-even and cash flow
forecasts

Spring 2

Summer 1

Introduction to the
principles and
purposes of marketing
that underpin the
creation of a rationale
for a marketing
campaign

Introduction to the
principles and purposes
of marketing that
underpin the
creation of a rationale
for a marketing
campaign

Using information to
develop the rationale
for a marketing
campaign.

Using information to
develop the rationale for
a marketing campaign.

Planning and
developing a
marketing campaign.

Complete statements
of comprehensive
income and financial
position and evaluate
a business's
performance.

Planning and
developing a marketing
campaign.
Understand the
importance of managing
personal finance.
Explore the personal
finance sector.
Understand the purpose
of accounting.
Select and evaluate
different sources of
business finance.
Complete statements of
comprehensive income
and financial position
and evaluate a
business's
performance.

Summer 2
Explore the features of
different businesses
and analyse what
makes them
successful.
How effective
recruitment and
selection contribute to
business success.

Year 12
Business
AG
DOUBLE

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Explore the role of an
event organiser.

Develop a detailed plan
for a business, or social
enterprise event.

Stage and manage a
business or social
enterprise event.

Reflect on the running
of the event and
evaluate own skills
development.

Explore the role of an
event organiser.
Investigate the
feasibility of a proposed
event.

Exams

Investigate how the retail
sector has responded to
change and trends.

Examine the importance
of the supply chain and
stock control
management to the
success of retail business.

Explore the current
structure of the sector
through investigation
of the local retail
environment.

Investigate the feasibility
of a proposed
Event.
Explore the current
structure of the sector
through investigation of
the local retail
environment.

Investigate how the
retail sector has
responded to change
and trends.
Examine the
importance of the
supply chain and stock
control management to
the success of retail
business.

Develop a detailed plan
for a business, or social
enterprise event.
Stage and manage a
business or social
enterprise event.
Reflect on the running
of the event and
evaluate own skills
development.

Explore the current
structure of the sector
through investigation of
the local retail
environment.
Investigate how the
retail sector has
responded to change
and trends.
Examine the
importance of the
supply chain and stock
control management to
the success of retail
business.

Year 12
Autumn 1
Computer Computational thinking
and extending
Science

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

programming techniques.
Structure and function of
the processor

Data types and data
structures.
Computational methods
and Breakdown of
algorithms.

Computing legislation, the
moral and ethical issues
within the industry.
Networks and web
technologies including
languages and SEO.

Methods of application
generation. Systems
Software.
Databases – including
normalisation,
referential integrity and
SQL

Types of programming
languages, complexity
of algorithms.
Object oriented
programming
techniques
Exam Technique

Compression,
encryption and
hashing.
Boolean algebra

Year 12
IT

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

The concepts and
implications of the use of,
and relationships among,
the devices that form
IT systems.

The implications for
individuals and
organisations of using
online IT systems.

The uses, issues and
implications of IT systems
and their impact on
individuals and
organisations.

The concepts, impacts
and implications of
issues resulting from
the use of IT systems.

The concepts and
implications of the use
of, and relationships
among, the devices that
form IT systems.
The concepts, process
and implications of
transferring data within
and between IT
systems.

Explore the impact of
social media on the
ways in which
businesses promote
their products and
services

The concepts, process
and implications of
transferring data within
and between IT systems.
The purpose and
structure of relational
database management
systems.
Standard methods and
techniques to design
relational database
solutions

The issues and
implications of storing and
transmitting information in
digital form.
Standard methods and
techniques to design
relational database
solutions

Creating a relation
database structure.

Evaluating a database
development project

The implications for
individuals and
organisations of using
online IT systems.
The issues and
implications of storing
and transmitting
information in digital
form.
The uses, issues and
implications of IT
systems and their
impact on individuals
and organisations.
The concepts, impacts
and implications of
issues resulting from
the use of IT systems.
The purpose and
structure of relational
database management
systems.

Investigate data
modelling and how it
can be used in the
decision-making
process

Standard methods and
techniques to design
relational database
solutions
Creating a relation
database structure.
Evaluating a database
development project

Year 12 Art

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Portfolio Project (Icons);

Portfolio Project (Icons);

Portfolio Project (Icons);

‘Iconic / Important
People from History’.

Portfolio Project
(Icons);

Portfolio Project
(Icons);

‘Icons’ portfolio draws
to a close

Continuing from Autumn
1, Pupils work through
the creative process, on
their individual studies.
Again, both practical skills
and intellectual ability
need to be shown, here.

Continuing from Autumn
1, Pupils work through
the creative process, on
their individual studies.
Again, both practical skills
and intellectual ability
need to be shown, here.

Continuing from
Autumn 1, Pupils work
through the creative
process, on their
individual studies.
Again, both practical
skills and intellectual
ability need to be
shown, here.

Continuing from
Autumn 1, Pupils work
through the creative
process, on their
individual studies.
Again, both practical
skills and intellectual
ability need to be
shown, here.

The ‘Figurative’, Year
13 project is
introduced

Develop individual
portfolio, based upon an
iconic figure that will,
ultimately, lead into a
theme / themes that
relate to the individual
(for example, Martin
Luther King – Racism or
Neil Armstrong – Space
Exploration).
Research and
understanding of icons
and topics is essential.
Continue to use and
develop art media skills,
with new skills built up,
including the use of;
etching / printing,
textiles, 3D, ceramics,
digital art and
photography
Both practical and
intellectual/conceptual
elements of a portfolio
need to be evidenced to
a high level.

Year 12
Geography

Year 12
History

Year 12 PE

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Dynamic Landscapes
Tectonic Processes and
Hazards

Dynamic Landscapes
Tectonic Processes and
Hazards

Dynamic Places
Shaping Places –
Regenerating Places

Dynamic Places
Shaping Places –
Regenerating Places

Non-Examined
Assessment (NEA)
Preparation and Mock
Revision

Mock Exams, NonExamined Assessment
(NEA) Fieldwork and
Write Up

Dynamic Places
Globalisation

Dynamic Places
Globalisation

Dynamic Landscapes
Landscape Systems,
Processes and Change –
Coastal Landscapes and
Change

Dynamic Landscapes
Landscape Systems,
Processes and
Change – Coastal
Landscapes and
Change

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Pressure for Change
c1783-1812

Pressure for Change
c1783-1812

Government and a
changing society, 18121832

Government and a
changing society,
1812-1832

Government and a
changing society, 18121832

NEA: Key themes

The Regency, 1643–
1661

The establishment of
Absolutism at home,
1661–1685
Part One

The establishment of
Absolutism at home,
1661–1685 Part Two

Louis XIV and Europe,
1661–1685
Part One

Louis XIV and Europe,
1661–1685
Part Two

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Applied anatomy and
physiology

Applied anatomy and
physiology

Applied anatomy and
physiology

Skill Acquisition

Skill Acquisition

Skill Acquisition

Sport in Society (1)
The impact of sport on
society and society on
sport

Sport in Society (1)
Emergence of the
globalisation of sport in
C20th

Sport in Society (1)
Emergence of the
globalisation of sport
in C20th

NEA: written component
introduced.

NEA: complete draft for
AA2 core skill

Psychological Factors
that can influence an
individual

Psychological Factors
that can influence an
individual

Psychological Factors
that can influence an
individual

NEA: complete draft
for AA3 advanced skill

NEA: complete final
draft version of
analysis section

Year 12 RE

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Plato - the Forms
- the analogy of the cave
Aristotle - the four
causes - the Prime
Mover
Soul, Mind & Body
-use of language
-substance dualism
- materialism

Existence of God
Based on observation –
cosmology Aquinas
Teleology Aquinas, Paley

Kantian Ethics – duty,
hypothetical and
categorical imperative, 3
formulations and 3
postulates

Applied Ethics
Euthanasia - sanctity
of life, quality of life,
types of euthanasia NL and Sit Ethics

Utilitarian Ethics –
Utility, hedonic calculus,
act & rule utilitarianism Bentham & Mill

Business ethics
CSR, whistle-blowing,
good ethics as good
business, globalisation
– Kant and UT

God and the World
The problem of Evil
-logical & evidential
evidence
– Augustinian and
Irenaen theodicies
- Hick’s re-workings

Religious Experience
-William James
-Mystical and
conversion experience
-different
interpretations of Rel
Experience
-psychological effects
-product of
physiological effects

Ethics – Natural Law
telos, the four tiers of
law, the precepts
- Situation Ethics
Fletcher, agape, 6
propositions, 4 working
principles, conscience

Year 12
Health &
Social Care

Based on Reason
Ontological argument –
Anselm, Guanilo, Kant
Buddhist Foundations
-Siddhartha’s life
- influence of
Brahminism, Jainism and
shramana
- taking refuge , the three
jewels

Insight
-samsara, karma, 3
poisons, dependent
origination, rebirth, 6
realms
- the 3 marks of existence

Living
The 4 Noble Truthsdukkha, tanha,
nirvana, magga.

Meditation – aims &
methods, vipassana,
samantha, 8fold path.

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Human Lifespan and
development

Human Lifespan and
development

Human Lifespan and
development

Human Lifespan and
development

Human Lifespan and
development (EXAM)

Meeting individual
care and support
needs

Meeting individual care
and support needs

Meeting individual care
and support needs

Meeting individual care
and support needs

Meeting individual
care and support
needs

Principles of safe
practice

Psychological
Perspectives

Psychological
Perspectives

Psychological
Perspectives

Principles of safe
practice

Principles of safe practice

Principles of safe practice

Year 12
Autumn 1
Psychology Approaches
(Behaviourism, SLT,
Cognitive, Biological)
Research Methods
(Aims, Hypothesis,
Experimental Method)

Psychological
Perspectives

Principles of safe
practice
Psychological
Perspectives

Principles of safe
practice

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Approaches (Humanism,
Psychodynamic)
Biopsychology (Nervous
system, synaptic
transmission, endocrine
system, fight or flight)

Attachment
(Caregiver infant
interactions, stages of
attachment, animal
studies, learning, Bowlby,
cross cultural research)

Psychopathology
(Depression –
explanation and
treatment, OCD –
explanation and
treatment)

Biopsychology
(Localisation,
lateralisation, plasticity
of the brain, ways of
studying the brain)

Research Methods
(Observation, Self-Report
methods, Other methods,
Data Analysis and

Social Influence (Types of
conformity, Asch,
Zimbardo, why do people
conform)

Attachment (Ainsworth
Strange Situation,
Institutionalisation,
Maternal Deprivation,
Long Term Effects)
Psychopathology
(Definitions of
abnormality, Phobias
– explanation and
treatment)

Memory (Working
Memory Model, Types
of LTM, Forgetting, Eye
Witness Testimony and
the Cognitive Interview)

Forensics (Ways of
measuring Crime,
Offender Profiling)

Presentation, Economy,
Peer Review)

Social Influence
(Obedience, why do
people obey, minority
influence, social
influence and social
change)
Memory (capacity,
encoding and duration
of memory, Multi Store
model of Memory)

Year 12
Autumn 1
Psychology Psychological
Approaches and
AG

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Cognitive Approach

Application of approaches
to aggression

Application of
approaches to
consumer behaviour

Application of
approaches to explain
gender

Coursework –
Conducting
psychological research

Carry out a pilot study
to explore current
issues in psychology

Exam
Write up carrying out

Review implications of
research into
psychological inquiry

Applications (Exam Unit)

Biological Approach

Learning Approach
Social Approach

Principles of research

Conducting
psychological research
(Controlled assessment)

Key terms used in
research

Plan research to
investigate psychological
questions
Research methods

Data Collection
Research process

Developing research
methods

Review implications of
research into
psychological inquiry

Review research
process and findings

Data Analysis

Principles of research
Presenting findings

Review research
process and findings

Key terms used in
research
Research process

Year 12
Sociology

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Families and
Households Theories of the Family,
Changing Family
Patterns, Couples,
Modernism and the
Family

Families and Households
– Family and Social
Policy, Demography,
Childhood

Research Methods –
Choosing a Research
Method, Experiments,
Questionnaires

Research Methods –
Interviews, Participant
observation,
Secondary sources

Review and preparation
for mocks

Beliefs in Society –
Theories of Religion

Education – Ethnicity and
Achievement
Gender and Achievement

Education – Educational
Policy

Methods in Context –
Application of
Methods to different
educational issues

Education
Theories of Education,
Social Class and
Achievement

Crime and Deviance –
Theories of Crime

